
 

 
 

COMPLAINT NUMBER 17/064 

COMPLAINANT L MacKinnon 

ADVERTISER Briscoes Group Ltd  

ADVERTISEMENT Rebel Sport Television 

DATE OF MEETING 27 February 2017 

OUTCOME No Grounds to Proceed 

 
 
Advertisement: The television advertisement for Rebel Sport features Paralympic 
swimmer and gold medalist Sophie Pascoe, who survived a serious accident at the age of 
two, which resulted in the amputation of one of her legs.  
 
The advertisement looks at Sophie Pascoe’s motivation in becoming a world champion, her 
“why”. The final scene of the advertisement shows Sophie Pascoe receiving her gold medal 
and looking at her father, who is in the crowd. The voiceover says “…This is your “why”, this 
moment, the New Zealand anthem filling the air and for a second you catch his eye and you 
know that today your dad doesn’t see his broken little girl, today he sees a world champion.”  
 
The Chair ruled there were no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
  
Complainant, L MacKinnon, said:  The ad refers to the girl with a physical disability as 
broken and implies that is how her father always sees her. And that winning gold fixes this. A 
physical disability does not make someone broken and they can lead full an active lives 
without the kind of pity this ad is suggesting. 
 
The relevant provisions were Code of Ethics - Basic Principle 4; Code for People in 
Advertising - Basic Principle 3.  
 
The Chair noted the Complainant’s concerns the advertisement refers to the girl with a 
physical disability as “broken” in a way that arouses pity and having a physical disability 
does not make someone “broken” as they can still lead a full active life. 
 
The Chair said the advertisement is about having the courage to overcome an injury, as in 
Sophie Pascoe’s experience. 
 
The Chair agreed that the word “broken” is emotive, and reflects the impact Sophie’s 
accident must have had on her and her family. 
 
The Chair said while the viewer can empathise with Sophie’s suffering, her tremendous 
hard work and resulting success at the Paralympics inspire admiration rather than pity. 
 
Therefore, the Chair ruled the advertisement had been prepared with a due sense of social 
responsibility to consumers and there was no apparent breach of Basic Principle 4 of the 
Code of Ethics or the Code for People in Advertising. Accordingly, the Chair ruled there were 
no grounds for the complaint to proceed. 
 
Chair’s Ruling: Complaint No Grounds to Proceed  


